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GUIDANCE DOCUMENT 

  

   Summary: 

This report describes the structure of the European Inventory of Groundwater           
Research (EIGR), the tool which allows the application of the Harmonised           
Terminology and Methodology for Classification and Reporting Hydrogeology related         
Research in Europe (HRC-SYS), previously elaborated during the KINDRA project (see           
D1.2). The report is intended as a methodological Guidance Document for EIGR            
users. The conceptual approach behind the EIGR, how it relates to HRC-SYS (D1.2)             
and the technical guidance on how to insert information in the EIGR (D1.5) are here               
described. 
The EIGR is intended to be used in three different ways: i) for insertion of               
information pertaining to groundwater research and other available knowledge by          
the National Experts of the European Federation of Geologists (EFG); ii) for            
consultation during and after the project by people and organizations dealing with            
groundwater research, but also possibly by non experts; iii) for analysing collected            
and stored information to identify trends, challenges and gaps in groundwater           
research, by the KINDRA partners. The EIGR is intended to be a permanent resource,              
publicly available after the end of the KINDRA project. 
The EIGR will not contain data itself, but rather metadata, referring and providing             
links to research that has been performed in Europe since 2000, and at the same               
time allowing their classification under the uniform proposed HRC-SYS. The EIGR           
allows for the insertion of different information products. In the process of inserting             
information in the EIGR, users are guided to classify the uploaded information and             
distinguish between ‘research’ and ‘knowledge’ according to four different classes of           
“knowledge” and “research” identified by the level of the performed quality           
assurance the uploaded work has received. 
The EIGR Online Data Catalogue described in this Guidance document is an alpha             
version, which will be tested and checked during the trial phase, through the help of               
National Experts designated by the National Members of EFG. A final version will be              
released after appropriate tests are carried out at a later stage of the project. 
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1. Executive Summary  

 

This report deals with the description of the structure of the European Inventory of Groundwater               

Research (EIGR), the tool that allows the application of the Harmonised Terminology and             

Methodology for Classification and Reporting Hydrogeology related Research in Europe (HRC-SYS),           

elaborated during previous phases of the KINDRA project (see D1.2). The report is intended as a                

methodological Guidance Document for EIGR users. The conceptual approach behind the EIGR, how             

it relates to HRC-SYS (D1.2) and reference to technical guidance on how to insert information in the                 

EIGR (D1.5) is addressed in the final section of this document. 

Both the HRC-SYS and the EIGR are fundamental to achieve the main aim of the KINDRA project,                 

which is to create an overview of the scientific knowledge covering European countries, by an               

accurate assessment of the state of the art in hydrogeology research in various geographical and               

geo-environmental settings, allowing for a direct comparison and exploitation of existing synergies.            

At the same time, the scope of the project includes identification of future trends, critical               

challenges and research gaps, to improve management and policy development for groundwater            

resources on a EU level, coherently with the Water Framework Directive (WFD) and Groundwater              

Directive (GWD). 

In this framework, it is underlined that the EIGR must serve for three different purposes: i) for                 

insertion of information pertaining to groundwater research and other available knowledge by the             

National Experts of the European Federation of Geologists (EFG); ii) for consultation during and              

after the project by people and organizations dealing with groundwater research, but also by non               

experts; iii) for analysing collected and stored information to identify trends, challenges and gaps in               

groundwater research, by the KINDRA partners. 

Previously, a classification system (HRC-SYS) has been elaborated, compiling a list of about 240              

keywords characterizing research on groundwater selected from the most important EU directives            

and documents and from related scientific literature. The categorization is based on three main              

categories: 1) Societal Challenges, 2) Operational Actions and 3) Research Topics. Each of these              

three main categories include 5 overarching groups allowing for an easy overview of the main               

research areas. These are, for Societal Challenges: 1. Health, 2. Food, 3. Energy, 4.              

Climate-Environment-Resources, 5. Policy-Innovation-Society; for Operational Actions: 1. Mapping,        

2. Monitoring, 3. Modelling, 4. Water Supply, 5. Assessment & Management; for Research Topics: 1.               

Biology, 2. Chemistry, 3. Geography, 4. Geology, 5. Physics & Mathematics. Finally, the merged list               

of keywords has been organized in a tree hierarchy, where the overarching groups represent Level               

1. In this way, the interaction among the three main categories requires a 3D approach, but                

allowing a more simple 2D representation for each of the five Societal Challenges, where              

Operational Actions and Research Topics intersect in a 5x5 matrix, which can be extended for lower                

levels (2 and 3). This is discussed in chapter 3 of this report.  

Using and modifying previous digital platforms employed by REDIAM at a regional level, the EIGR is                

developed as a Online Data Catalogue which allows for geographically referencing uploaded            

information regarding groundwater research and knowledge in Europe. The EIGR will not contain             

data itself, but rather metadata referring and providing links to research that has been performed               
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in Europe since 2000, and at the same time allowing their classification under the proposed               

HRC-SYS. The role of the HRC-SYS is to provide guidance to users on how to classify resources to be                   

inserted in the EIGR, and at the same time to allow for information analysis (trend, challenges,                

gaps) when the inventory has been populated. In addition, this HRC-SYS classification system will be               

implemented and tested during the first population of the EIGR and demonstrated at the              

orientation Workshop for the national EFG representatives (D2.1). 

Information to be inserted in the EIGR includes official research results in peer reviewed scientific               

literature published in scientific journals registered in the two most important research databases             

“Scopus” and “Web of Science”, which have been investigated for building the HRC-SYS as well as                

publications with no peer review or quality assurance. Hence, the scope of the project is to include                 

also information about reports, databases, projects, which have not necessarily produced peer            

reviewed scientific literature, notably if they are published in national languages. These documents             

contribute to the “groundwater knowledge” part of the EIGR as a supplement to the “groundwater               

research” and are considered within the scope of KINDRA in order to provide a complete picture of                 

the European groundwater research activities and data aggregation. Part of the “knowledge”            

information is reviewed, internally or externally, or otherwise quality assured, and other parts are              

not. Consequently, the EIGR allows for the insertion of different information products. In the              

process of inserting information in the EIGR, users will need to distinguish between ‘research’ and               

‘knowledge’ and between quality assurance (QA) classes of “knowledge” and “research”. Thus, the             

EIGR includes four classes for QA, as described in detail in chapter 4. In addition, other indicators                 

have been adopted besides the classical bibliometric indexes (e.g. citations); in detail, Technology             

Readiness Levels (TRL) and patents released by the product are taken into account for quality               

evaluation. 

Information on documents or products evaluated by the experts (but in the future also by other                

users) relevant for groundwater research, knowledge and innovation, have to be inserted and             

classified in the EIGR. The structure of the EIGR and the information to be provided, described in                 

detail in chapters 3 and 5, includes:  

i) Metadata Information, identifying the source of information (by whom and when information has              

been uploaded in EIGR);  

ii) Resource Identification Information, which describes the document/report/project, including its          

geographical reference; 

iii) Categorization of the uploaded research and knowledge within the main HRC-SYS overarching             

categories of the Societal Challenges, Operational Actions and Research Topics, including the            

provision of additional keywords primarily selected from the approved merged keywords list, but             

also new keywords that may not be listed;  

iv) Data Quality Information, which describes its level of quality assurance, based on the above               

mentioned quality indicators. As additional information about the realization process, the           
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Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of the product can be added; this is further explained in section                

3.2. 

v) Distribution Information, related to the technical format of the product (e.g.: PDF, shape file,                

image, etc.) and internet links to where the resource (publication, project web site etc.) can be                

found. 

Information inserted in the EIGR must be as complete as possible, to allow for the use of search                  

engines for future user consultations and for information analysis. For this reason, several             

information fields are mandatory to be provided at the insertion phase; other data can be               

conditional (necessary only in case of sub-menu activation) and other are optional, as accessory              

information. 

At this stage, the requirements for the EIGR have been evaluated and tested by means of the                 

insertion of examples in the EIGR template of different products provided by the KINDRA partners.               

The adopted EIGR here described is intended as an alpha version, to be tested and checked during                 

the trial phase, corresponding with the Information Workshop with the experts designated by the              

National Members of EFG. A final version will be released after appropriate tests at a later stage of                  

the project. 

  

2. Description of the groundwater research classification system (HRC-SYS)  

The groundwater research classification system (HRC-SYS) was developed for deliverable 1.2 of the             

KINDRA project (KINDRA - D1.2, 2015). The main features of the classification system is the               

grouping of relevant research in overarching categories of 5 societal challenges - 5 operational              

actions and 5 research topics as illustrated in figure 2.1 below.  

The overarching categories were selected by the KINDRA group in collaboration with the associated              

panel of experts and national members of the European Federation of Geologists. The selection was               

made based on the most important general research topics and operational actions in relation to               

the major natural science disciplines or research topics to which groundwater research primarily             

belongs and relates: 1. Biology, 2. Chemistry, 3. Geography, 4. Geology, 5. Mathematics and Physics               

(alphabetical order). For operational actions, the selection was made according to keyword            

searches in Web of Science, Scopus, Google Scholar, selected groundwater science journals and EU              

directives and guidances; primarily the Water Framework Directive, the Groundwater Directive and            

the Blueprint to Safeguard Europe’s Water Resources as well as the KINDRA questionnaires             

completed by 20 experts of national geological societies / the European Federation of Geologists              

(KINDRA - D.1.4). The finally selected overarching operational actions were: 1. Mapping, 2.             

Monitoring, 3. Modeling, 4. Water supply, 5. Assessment and Management (Figure 2.1). 

Further, it was decided to use the societal challenges of Horizon 2020 - the EU Framework                

Programme for Research and Innovation to make the classification as relevant as possible for the               

main challenges of the EU research programmes, and to facilitate the evaluation of groundwater              

research importance within the context of mainly the Horizon 2020 challenges and visions. There              

are originally 7 societal challenges in Horizon 2020, but one of them (SC4 = transport) has no                 
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groundwater relevance and the last two SC6 and SC7 have many overlapping issues of relevance for                

groundwater research. Hence it was decided to merge these two. This therefore resulted in the               

following five societal challenges for groundwater research classification and evaluation: 1. Health,            

2. Food, 3. Energy, 4. Climate/Environment/Resources (corresponds to SC5 of H2020), 5.            

Policy/Innovation/Society (corresponds to SC6 and 7 of H2020). Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1 below              

illustrates the overarching main keywords of the KINDRA groundwater research classification           

system.  

 

Figure 2.1. Illustration of the five overarching societal challenges, operational actions and research             

topics as defined by the KINDRA project.  

 

Our approach is based on the assumption that most of the current and future research, defined by                 

selected main keywords describing the most important topics of the classified research, should fit              

into at least one of these overarching societal challenges, operational actions and research topics,              

which will be the main entrance when classifying current or ongoing groundwater research in the               

developed European Inventory of Groundwater Research (EIGR) as described in chapter three of             

this report.  
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Table 2.1 The overarching groups, for an easy overview of the main research dimensions: 

Societal Challenges Operational Actions Research Topics 

1. Health 

2. Food 

3. Energy 

4. Climate, environment and   

resources 

5. Policy, innovation and   

society 

1. Mapping 

2. Monitoring 

3. Modelling 

4. Water supply 

5. Assessment and  

Management 

1. Biology 

2. Chemistry 

3. Geography 

4. Geology 

5. Physics and Mathematics 

 

The keywords to be used in the classification system have been obtained from searches in the EU                 

directives (Water Framework Directive, Groundwater Directive and Blueprint Document) and the           

scientific peer-reviewed journals dealing with groundwater resources. The considered groundwater          

journals have been those with the highest impact, based on an international ranking comparison              

(refer to D1.2).  

Initial work in the KINDRA project defined a list of more than 200 keywords (see appendix A) related                  

to groundwater research, which all could be grouped into sub-levels of the overarching categories              

in Figure 2.1, and which could be evaluated in terms of amount of existing research papers or                 

publications for each keyword. 

The occurrence of Groundwater related keywords in international research databases has been            

evaluated by performing searches using three search engines: Web of Science (WoS), Scopus and              

Google Scholar (GS). In all cases, we looked into the relationships between groundwater and each               

keyword.  

The selected list of keywords has been organized by sub topics as described in tables. The adopted                 

list of keywords can be extended during the project, following suggestions by the Joint Panel of                

Experts, the national experts, chosen by EFG among third parties and possibly other groundwater              

scientists uploading data to the EIGR. 

The classification system maps the relation between the three main categories through a 3D              

approach (CUBE), where along each axis the 5 overarching groups are indicated (Fig. 2.2).  
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Fig. 2.2. 3-D representation of HRC-SYS (refer to KINDRA D1.2). In green the 2D field of SC1 (Health) and in 

red the field related to the intersection of OA4 (Water supply) & RT2 (Chemistry). 

This approach allows for a more simple 2D representation, for each of the Societal Challenges,               

where Operational Actions and Research Topics intersect in a 5x5 matrix (see example in Figure               

2.3). The 2D approach renders the analysis and reporting of the relationships between groundwater              

research easier to perform and more comprehensible than a 3D analysis. 

By this way, each one of the 2D graphs related to a single Societal Challenge, will include research                  

and knowledge attributed to one RT and one OA. From each of these points (e.g. the red dot in                   

Fig.2.2), a subordinated 2D graph representing the second order of keywords classified in the              

HRC-SYS can be carried out (see Fig.2.3), where along the axes the subordinated keywords for each                

RTs and OAs are identified, to provide additional information. 

The adoption of the above mentioned classification system allows comparison of bibliometric and             

other indicators for each sub-field of research and knowledge, for trend and gap analysis. 
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Figure 2.3. Example of a 2D presentation of the performance of selected sub research topics (RTs)                

within RT2 “Chemistry” in combination with operational actions of OA4 “Water Supply” and Societal              

challenge 1 (SC1) “health” (Figure 3.1). The figure illustrates that the keyword “tracer” in              

combination with the keyword(s) “energy production” have less than 50 published papers for the              

investigated period, while the RT “Hydrochemistry” in combination with the OA “Tourism” has more              

than 150 papers for the same period. Note! The illustrated example just demonstrate the concept               

and does not represent real data. All combinations of RTs and OAs in this diagram will belong to one                   

of the three groups >50, 50-100 and > 50. The grouping of the number of papers varies between the                   

different combinations of Societal Challenge, Research Topic and Operational Activity some           

combinations will have many (e.g. > 1000 papers) others only few (e.g. < 10)  

 

The uniform EU-harmonised categorisation approach/terminology for reporting groundwater        

research (Hydrogeological Research Classification System – HRC-SYS) is also consistent with the            

review of previous and current international projects related to groundwater and will support and              

guide the population of the European Inventory of Groundwater Research and Innovation (EIGR)             

(see Chapter 2, Deliverable 1.2).  

Consequently, the KINDRA project group proposes the adoption of this classification system, to             

classify and analyse the occurrence, performance and availability of groundwater research and            

knowledge in and outside Europe.  
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3. European Inventory of groundwater research (EIGR)  

As part of the objectives of the KINDRA project, the creation of a European Inventory of                

Groundwater Research and Innovation, EIGR, supports the EU-assessment of current scientific           

hydrogeological knowledge, both theoretical and applied, focusing on EU, national and regional            

research and knowledge, but including also international (outside the EU) and EU-third party             

activities. The scope of the EIGR is threefold: (1) provide a tool and framework within which                

resources on groundwater resources can be uploaded and stored in a efficient and user friendly               

way; (2) populate the inventory with groundwater research resources; and (3) conduct an             

assessment of the state-of-the-art in groundwater research, identify gaps and trends and provide             

future research recommendations. In addition, the EIGR is intended to be used also after the end of                 

the project, as a possible permanent public-access service for European hydrogeological research in             

progress. 

 

3.1 Introduction to the EIGR  

The EIGR consists of a web-service supported tool that enables users to overcome the difficulties to                

report and compare the research activities and derived knowledge at EU level. Operating mainly as               

a catalogue, the EIGR stores scientific information classified on the basis of the Harmonized              

Terminology and Methodology for Classification and Reporting Hydrogeology and groundwater          

related Research in Europe (HRC-SYS) documented in D1.2. At this stage, the HRC-SYS as described               

in the previous section and in D1.2 serves as guidance for the EIGR users in classifying documents to                  

be inserted in the catalogue. Further details on how the classification system (HRC-SYS) forms the               

backbone of the EIGR are explained in the next sections. It should be noted that the EIGR is not                   

intended as a catalogue of data produced by research, but as an inventory, where users can find                 

and compare information about groundwater research and knowledge organised by keywords and            

geography (country, regions, ecoregions of the Water Framework Directive etc.) dependent on the             

application.  

Information will be stored in the EIGR as metadata, including links and details on the person who                 

populates the catalogue (see chapters 4 and 5). Consequently, the information itself will not be               

stored in the EIGR, but searches performed using the KINDRA database will provide links where the                

info can be retrieved. Refer to chapter 5 on the definition and use of metadata. The user who                  

upload the information should have to verify the continued operability and maintenance of the              

links over time. 

All metadata insertions will illustrate what research has been performed in Europe since the year               

2000, where the products of the research can be found and how they can be classified under the                  

harmonized HRC-SYS. In populating the EIGR, the user will be invited to classify the type of                

document under the classes of Knowledge or Research. The quality evaluation procedure is based              

on the type of review process undergone by the product to be inserted in the catalogue, but also it                   

is based on several indicators such as Technology Readiness Level (TRL), and patents (see chapter 4,                

sections 4.2 and 4.3). 
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The above proposed procedure for populating the EIGR can be resumed as follows:  

I) classify research and knowledge products (papers, reports, projects, maps etc.) into the five              

overarching categories of the Societal Challenges, Operational Actions and Research Topics, and            

identify appropriate keywords under the overarching categories, for detailed classification into the            

HRC-SYS (CUBE);  

II) by using the research and knowledge classification criteria cited under i) and described in chapter                

4.1, place the resource in the correct place inside the four peer review/quality assurance classes in                

the EIGR;  

iii) identify the assessment criteria for future evaluation of groundwater research trends and gaps,              

by using the other proposed indicators. 

The EIGR is intended to be used in different ways, addressing multiple user tasks. It is possible to                  

populate the catalogue by the insertion of groundwater related research and knowledge by the EFG               

National Experts (Third Parties). During and after the project, the information stored in the              

catalogue can be consulted by individuals/organizations dealing with groundwater research and           

also by non technical users. At the final stage of this activity, the EIGR together with the HRC-SYS                  

will allow in-depth data analysis for the identification of trends, challenges and gaps in groundwater               

research and knowledge, as a supplement to analyses that can be made within professional              

research analysis tools such as Scopus/SciVal and Web of Science/InCites. 

This approach will be useful to drive and fit future activities on groundwater research using the                

classification adopted within this Project. It will make it possible to directly identify and compare               

the actual research gaps, to exploit the existing synergies and to foster new research. 

 

 

3.2 Resource types for population of EIGR  

This section describes the resource types to be populated in the EIGR at the intersections of the five                  

Operational Actions (OA) and Research Topics (RT) for each of the five overarching Societal              

Challenges (SC), as developed and described in the HRC-SYS classification system (chapter 2 and              

D1.2). 

The resource types for the population of the EIGR are typically public metadata about research               

projects and peer reviewed publications (research sensu stricto) as well as general knowledge,             

which does not qualify as research sensu stricto (i.e. they have no peer reviewed papers like in Web                  

of Science and Scopus ranked journals), but which still may provide important high quality              

information and data in e.g. research reports with or without quality assurance. Hence, the EIGR               

will be populated by scientific papers/articles, proceedings, books/book chapters, information on           

scientific or applied projects, including databases, reports, maps and information metadata. As            

previously mentioned, the actual data or publications are not stored, but rather the metadata              

describing the type of information (for instance, a paper/report/map/database), and if possible            

with a link to where the information can be retrieved. 
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The EIGR will contain different type of documents characterised as either research or knowledge              

and by the extent of quality assurance (QA). Quality assurance can be in the form of peer reviews                  

conducted before publication in Web of Science and Scopus ranked journals, and thus easily              

searchable by search engines like Web of Science and Scopus (and to a lesser extent Google                

Scholar). This information belongs to the highest class of research (Class-1). Information that can be               

searched by the aforementioned search engines within the category “all documents”, but which is              

not peer reviewed in the strict sense of ISI, is still classified as research, but is belonging to the                   

second category of research (Class-2). Examples are conference proceedings, book chapters,           

presentations or posters, all of which have been reviewed before being accepted, but not by the                

strict article peer review method with several independent reviewers. The other main class is              

adopted under the name ‘Knowledge’ (as opposed to ‘Research’). This class (Class-3) may contain              

information, which has been quality assured in some way, either internally, within research             

institutes (in-House), or externally. This type of information cannot be found by scientific search              

engines like WoS or Scopus, but could be found in Google Scholar or just by ‘googling’ information.                 

Examples here are reports, usually but not necessarily in the English language, book chapters, and               

other documents. Finally, there is information which has not undergone any QA process. This class               

(Class-4) is everything that is not within the Class-1, Class-2 or Class-3 categories. Examples here are                

reports, many of which in the national language, data descriptions (but not the data itself) and the                 

like.  

The information about the research/knowledge product will be stored in the EIGR as Metadata, to               

be searchable using tags according to the HRC-SYS. In Chapter 5 practical help is provided in the use                  

of the EIGR.  
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4.  Criteria for classification of research, knowledge and innovation 

As stated in the KINDRA workplan, in addition to the definition of the HRC-SYS, a set of indicators is                   

required to allow the evaluation of the outputs and performance of research activities. The              

indicators are necessary to provide an objective evaluation, based on general criteria widely             

adopted in research and innovation classifications. Firstly, a Quality Assurance evaluation has to be              

adopted to distinguish “research” and “knowledge” by means of the review received by the              

products to be classified (see previous 3.2 and 4.1). Bibliometric indicators as citations will be also                

considered to evaluate the performances of the classified products. In addition, other indicators             

like Technology Readiness Level (TRL), grants received, number of patents and awards received are              

useful for evaluate the outputs and they are included in the EIGR (see 4.2 and 4.3). 

Differently from the Quality Assurance evaluation and from indicators as TRL and patents, which              

have to be specified when a record is placed into the EIGR, bibliometric indicators will be                

considered during the following phase of trend and gap analysis (WP3), by the help of existing tools                 

as WoS/InCites, Scopus/SciVal and Google Scholar are tools that are anticipated to be useful at a                

later stage in KINDRA. 

 

4.1 Classification of ‘research’ and ‘knowledge’ based on the degree of Quality Assurance  

As mentioned before (see 3.2), research and knowledge are classified and identified mainly by the               

use of Scopus and Web of Science: peer reviewed (i.e. research papers) and not peer reviewed but                 

otherwise quality assured. The latter category includes research information which cannot be            

retrieved from WoS and Scopus. 

A. Research: Peer- reviewed papers (research articles) and NON peer-reviewed papers (book           

chapters, proceedings etc.), classified as Class-1 and Class-2 ; 

B. Knowledge: Reports and papers and other sources of knowledge that are not searchable in              

Scopus or WoS. The documents could be reviewed (internally or externally), and then             

characterized by some quality assurance standard, adopted at national or international scale, or             

not reviewed (grey literature). Information which has not been subject to any review still may               

contain useful information and data for the groundwater community, and consequently has to be              

analysed and included in the EIGR.  

The classification described above is resumed in Figure 4.1 below. 
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Fig. 4.1. Research and Knowledge classes in EIGR based on extent of peer review/Quality Assurance.  

 

The type of documents that will be considered for the population of the EIGR are, to resume:                 

papers, proceedings, books/book chapters, projects, maps, databases, reports. It can include           

peer-reviewed papers and non peer-reviewed papers (both searchable in WoS/Scopus) and non            

peer-reviewed not searchable in WoS/Scopus, but to some degree quality assured by internal or              

external review. Finally there is a group (Class-4) not in the previous groups (Class-1,2,3), including               

reports in English or national languages which have not been subjected to any formal quality               

assurance, but contain relevant information in the context of KINDRA, see also section 3.2. 

 

Maps archives, as well as the research projects, are considered part of Class-2 Research. The papers                

related to such project if reviewed will be found both in Knowledge (Class-3) and in Research                

(Class-1 and 2) as metadata in the Project (national or international) label. 

The applied concept of Knowledge and Research classification can be captured in the table 4.1               

below. 

NOTE! Both Google Scholar and the EIGR contain information about all types of groundwater              

research and knowledge, however, the two databases will not contain the same information and              

hence they will supplement each other.  
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Table 4.1. Research and knowledge classes in the different databases 

 Google 

Scholar 

Scopus Web of Science EIGR 

Document 
type: 
‘all’ 

Document 
type: 
‘Article’ 

Core 

Collection  

(Advanced 

search - ‘all 

document 

types’) 

Core 

Collection 

(Advanced 

search - 

‘articles’) 

  

(1) Research  Class-1,2  Class-1,2  Class-1  Class-1,2 Class-1 Class-1,2 

(2) Knowledge  Class-3,4  Class-3 None  Class-3  None  Class-3,4 

Legend: Class-1) Research: Peer-reviewed papers (in woS or Scopus) (HQA); Not peer-reviewed            

papers, Class-2, (Books, Proceedings and others searchable in WoS or Scopus) (HQA); 2) Knowledge:              

Quality assured papers, Class-3, (not in WoS or Scopus); Reviewed papers (QA); Not reviewed              

papers, Class-4; Projects; Maps archives; others.  

 

4.2 Indicators for Technology Readiness Level (TRL)  

Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) is a classification method for estimating technology maturity of             

Critical Technology Elements (CTE) of a program during the acquisition process (DOE G 413.3-4A              

9-15-2011), to be considered as an indicator of innovation. TRLs are based on a scale from 1 to 9                   

with 9 being the most mature technology. The use of TRLs enables consistent, uniform, discussions               

of technical maturity across different types of technology. For this reason, it has been adopted as                

an additional standard indicator of quality, supporting comparison with other TRL categories in             

groundwater science within the scope of KINDRA. 

TRL is included in the HORIZON 2020, WORK PROGRAMME 2014-2015 General Annexes, (Extract             

from Part 19 -Commission Decision C(2014)4995) (H2020/WP2014-2015). All H2020 projects must           

consider the TRL indicator. Where a topic description refers to a TRL, the following definitions               

apply, unless otherwise specified: 

● TRL 1: basic principles observed 

● TRL 2: technology concept formulated 

● TRL 3: experimental proof of concept 

● TRL 4: technology validated in lab 

● TRL 5: technology validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in           

the case of key enabling technologies) 

● TRL 6: technology demonstrated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment          

in the case of key enabling technologies) 

● TRL 7: system prototype demonstration in operational environment 
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● TRL 8: system complete and qualified 

● TRL 9: actual system proven in operational environment (competitive manufacturing in the            

case of key enabling technologies; or in space). 

  

According to the EC practice: 

● Level 1-3 corresponds to the research phase; 

● Level 4-5 corresponds to the technology development phase; 

● Level 6-7 correspond to the prototype and testing phase; 

● Beyond level 7 is very close to market and commercialisation. 

To include these indicators, each entry related to research and knowledge populating the EIGR has               

to be identified by a corresponding level of TRL. 

 

4.3 Groundwater patents indicator  

Based on existing groundwater patent indicators the KINDRA gap analysis may identify knowledge             

gaps needed for obtaining more patents within EU. For this reason, existing patents connected with               

research have to be identified when adding information to the EIGR. 

The EC (Eurostat) uses the PATSTAT database and its classification system. The Europa Patent Office               

works with PATSTAT, also known as the EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical Database, which is a               

snapshot of the EPO master documentation database (DOCDB) with worldwide coverage. It            

contains more than 20 tables of bibliographic data, citations and family links of 90 million               

applications of more than 80 countries. 

PATSTAT uses the International Patent Classification, IPC. IPC being a means for obtaining an              

internationally uniform classification of patent documents, has as its primary purpose maintaining            

an effective search tool for the retrieval of patent documents by intellectual property offices and               

other users, in order to establish the novelty and evaluate the inventive step or non-obviousness               

(including the assessment of technical advance and useful results or utility) of technical disclosures              

in patent applications. 

The classification, furthermore, has the important purposes of serving as: 

(a) an instrument for the orderly arrangement of patent documents in order to facilitate access to                

the technological and legal information contained therein; 

(b) a basis for selective dissemination of information to all users of patent information; 

(c) a basis for investigating the state of the art in given fields of technology; 

(d) a basis for the preparation of industrial property statistics which in turn permit the assessment                

of technological development in various areas. 

Further assistance in the use of the Classification is provided on the WIPO IPC website               

(www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/); details about the classification structure are included in         

Appendix B. 
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Initial searches have been provided for the main keywords related to KINDRA aims. For instance,               

searching for Groundwater in the WIPO IPC website, only one patent has been found (pat: C02F                

103/06, Contaminated groundwater or leachate [2006.01]), as reported below: 

Section: C. CHEMISTRY 

Class: C02. TREATMENT OF WATER, WASTEWATER, SEWAGE, OR SLUDGE 

Subclass: C02F. TREATMENT OF WATER, WASTEWATER, SEWAGE, OR SLUDGE (processes for           

making harmful chemical substances harmless, or less harmful, by effecting a chemical change in              

the substances A62D 3/00; separation, settling tanks or filter devices B01D; special arrangements              

on vessels of installations for treating water, wastewater or sewage, e.g. for producing fresh water,               

B63J; adding materials to water to prevent corrosion C23F; treating radioactively-contaminated           

liquids G21F 9/04) 
Group: C02F 103/00. Nature of the water, waste water, sewage or sludge to be treated [2006.01] 

 Subgroup: C02F 103/06. Contaminated groundwater or leachate [2006.01] 

  

By other preliminary searches, the following results have been obtained: 

 searching for Hydrogeology, no results have been found in the existing database. 

 searching for Water pollution, one patent in the section B PERFORMING OPERATIONS;            

TRANSPORTING; six patents in the section E FIXED CONSTRUCTIONS; and one patent in the              

section G PHYSICS, have been found. 

 searching for the wider field of Water, many patents in the section A HUMAN NECESSITIES,               

especially in AGRICULTURE, and in B PERFORMING OPERATIONS; TRANSPORTING, have          

been found. 
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5. EIGR: concepts of an online Data Catalogue 

The EIGR is being developed through the use and modification of the Open Source platform               

GeoNetwork (http://geonetwork-opensource.org/). It is being tailored to the specific needs and           

requirements of the KINDRA Project, in order to be able to properly serve as an Online Data                 

Catalogue (EIGR). The resources identified by the user community, who will cooperate in its testing               

phase throughout 2016, will be included in the EIGR repository by completing a metadata template               

drafted from the ISO 19139 multilingual template, as it contains the most fitting model according to                

the project’s cataloguing purposes. 

As mentioned earlier, the EIGR will not contain data itself, but metadata of research efforts and                

topic related knowledge deliverables (scientific reports, articles, projects, maps, databases, etc…)           

illustrating and providing links to research efforts carried out through Europe since 2000, indicating              

where they can be found, and at the same time allowing their classification according to the                

adopted classification system for groundwater research HRC-SYS. 

This will be done by completing information requested by the EIGR Online Data Catalogue which,               

on one hand will be dedicated to detailing the contents according to the resource background (brief                

summary, acknowledgements from contributing parties and programs, funding sources, reference          

dates, geographical extension or area of influence, etc.) while on the other it will request               

information which complies with the HRC-SYS (defining the overarching categories, associating and            

identifying specific keywords which have been listed and organized according to the merged list of               

keywords selected for classification). 

For the population process of the EIGR Online Data Catalogue according to the premises listed               

above, these lines will serve to set the basic support for the development of the data exploitation                 

application and tools. All the efforts are carried out in order to follow the classification model                

defined by the HRC-SYS and its 3D CUBE classification representation. 

The KINDRA EIGR is a data catalogue based on Geonetwork 2.10.4. To have access to the KINDRA                 

EIGR a user will require a username and password, which will be provided upon registration               

through the KINDRA Project website www.kindraproject.eu 

 

5.1 Requirements for guidance   

This section describes what to include and how populate the Database in general terms. A more                

specific guidance for populating the Inventory is described by the deliverable D1.5, which illustrates              

the content of the help-on-line of the EIGR. 

Metadata describe the contents, the quality, the format and other characteristics linked to specific              

resources allowing users to properly identify precise information and services available as well as              

on how to locate them. 
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They provide the answers to the basic questions, Who, What, When, Where, Why and How               

providing users with the characteristics of the resources registered in a catalogue. They provide              

information concerning: 

● The title and overall description of the resources; 

● The purpose of the resources and their usefulness; 

● The date of creation of resource and, whenever applicable, the update process it is subject to; 

● The geographical extension of the resource; 

● The owner of the resource; 

● The criteria and constraints, or restrictions, that applies to their use and exploitation; 

● The quality of the resource. 

 

With all this information, users have further access on the data available and are able to locate and                  

select resources which are more suited to their needs and requirements. This allows for a more                

efficient exploitation of the resources and the information they contain or provide.  

The purpose for creating metadata is to organize and maintain the information created by              

institutions; they seek to promote the availability and use of data. 

When resources are published by means of a data catalogue, it provides other organizations the               

opportunity to find,  use and add to the information; it allows them to identify other organizations                

with which they can share information, share the efforts of maintaining information and develop              

clients for users to be able to access and use the information in a more efficient manner. 

Metadata should always accompany a resource as they provide information for accessing and             

obtaining it and making it interoperable. They help users and organizations in better processing,              

interpreting and storing data in their own internal registers. 

Metadata and the application of metadata are the responsibility of who create the resources, of               

who provide the resources and of the users of the resources. 

The information inserted in the EIGR must be as complete as possible, as this will allow the search                  

engines and future user consultations to carry out thorough information analysis. The EIGR will              

serve as a repository of this knowledge, functioning as a tool that will allow for queries and                 

searches to be carried out by selecting keywords, generating statistics, diagrams and other             

functions to help support the exploitation of the catalogued information. 

The EIGR offers two possibilities for browsing the catalogue; one of which is the default viewer in                 

HTML5 (Fig. 5.1), which all users find when accessing the catalogue through the following address: 

http://kindra.kindraproject.eu:8080/geonetwork/srv/eng/search 
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Figure 5.1. Access page for browsing the EIGR by default viewer in HTML5  

The other option for viewing and browsing the catalogue is accessing the traditional Geonetwork              

interface (Fig.5.2). For users already familiar with the Geonetwork web catalogues you will             

recognize it immediately. When you access the catalogue’s administration through the HTML5            

view, it will switch to this one. It can also be accessed through the following address: 

http://kindra.kindraproject.eu:8080/geonetwork/srv/eng/main.home 

 

Figure 5.2. Access page for browsing the EIGR by the traditional Geonetwork interface 
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5.2 Populating the EIGR Online Data Catalogue 

The inclusion of resources into the EIGR is carried out by completing a template, which has been                 

tailored to the requirements of the KINDRA Project and according to the items discussed by the                

HRC-SYS. The template consists of a number of fields which are to be filled out by users. 

The EIGR Metadata template is divided into four Main Sections: 

1. RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION: The section where users will be able to find or             

report specific information related to the resource uploaded to the Online Data Catalogue,             

depending on whether they are browsing or populating the EIGR. It will include information              

concerning the title, acronym (when applicable), abstract, the authors and their contact            

details, collaborating organizations and/or programs, funding sources and amount,         

geographical extent covered as well as other relevant identification details (e.g. ISBN, ISSN)             

and if there are any existing legal constraints related to the resource. At the same time, in                 

this section is where the HRC-SYS keywords and overarching categories (within Societal            

Challenges, Operational Actions and Research Topics) are defined for each resource. 

 

2. DISTRIBUTION INFORMATION: The section will indicate users the delivery or distribution           

methods available for the resource which is included in the EIGR. At the same time, it is                 

where any user who is uploading a resource to the EIGR describes if there are any online or                  

physical distribution methods existing for the resource. Contents distributed online may be            

downloadable.  

 

3. DATA QUALITY INFORMATION: Following the HRC-SYS criteria which have been defined by            

KINDRA, this section will serve to classify the resources according to the quality assurance              

criteria KINDRA has adopted by distinguishing “research” and “knowledge” resources, by           

identifying if they belong to the RESEARCH category and are peer reviewed (i.e. research              

papers) or not peer reviewed (book chapters, proceedings etc.) but otherwise quality            

assured, or if they belong to the KNOWLEDGE category (reports, papers and other sources              

of knowledge that are not searchable in Scopus or WoS but could be reviewed and               

characterized by some quality assurance standard, adopted at national or international           

scale, or not reviewed). This is detailed in the lineage and by specifying in each cases, when                 

available, the process  to which the resource has been subject to and specific dates. 

 

4. METADATA INFORMATION: Here is where the references will be detailed concerning the            

person or organization responsible for uploading a specific resource to the EIGR Online Data              

Catalogue, such as the contact email, telephone, organization website. 
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Each one of these sections in turn is also subdivided into different fields or tags which define the                  

level of detail for the content which is being included, where the fields or tags marked with a *                   

indicate that it is mandatory for them to be completed. Below the list of fields to be inserted for                   

each record is listed, among the four Main Sections cited before. 

Some examples of records filled in the EIGR are provided in Appendix C. 

 

5.2.1 RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION 

 

This section details the basic information of the resources uploaded to which the metadata applies,               

and this will be according to the following fields, all of which will not be mandatory but rather                  

dependent on the type resource uploaded to the EIGR. The HRC-SYS (CUBE) selection, both for               

keywords and overarching categories, is due into this section. 

 

Title*: (Name by which the resource is known)  

Alternative Title: (Acronym) 

Date - creation*: (Reference date of creation of the resource)  

 

 

 

Series: (Information concerning the series or collection to which the resource belongs to.) 

Name: (Name of the series or collection to which the resource belongs to.) 

Issue identification: (Issue of the series or collection to which the resource belongs to.) 

Page: (Details on which pages of the publication the resource was published.) 

Collective title: (Title of the collective series or collection to which the resource belongs to.) 

ISBN: (International Standard Book Number.) 

ISSN: (International Standard Serial Number.) 
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Abstract*: (a brief narrative summary of the content of the resource) 

Purpose: (Purpose for which the resource was created) 

Credit: (Recognition of the organizations or programs who contributed to the resource and/or are              

responsible for funding, amount of funding or total budget. The field may be included as many                

times as may be required according to the amount of existing organizations) 

 

 

 

 

Point of contact: (Identification of the person and organization responsible of the resource) 

Organization's name*:  

Contact's position:  
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Contact information: (Phone and/or Fax numbers) 

Address: (Street, City, Administrative area, Postal code, Country) 

e-mail address:  
 

 

 

Descriptive Keywords*: (The keyword value is a commonly used word, formalized word or phrase              

used to describe the subject. They help narrowing a full text search and allow for structured                

keyword search) 

 

NOTE! Insertion of keyword is mandatory and it drives the allocation of the record into the                

subcategories of the HRC-SYS. Consequently, it is recommended to carefully choose the keywords,             
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from the selected list (see Appendix 1); nevertheless, adoption of new keywords not included in the                

Appendix 1 will be possible if necessary. 

 

 

 

Resource constraints: (Provides information about constraints that apply to the resources) 

Legal constraints: (Restrictions and legal prerequisites for accessing and using the resource or             

metadata) 

Use limitations: (Limitation affecting the fitness for use of the resource, for example if it is not apt                  

to be employed for further research efforts due to specific conditions) 

Access constraints: (Restrictions to assure the protection of privacy or intellectual property, and any              

special restrictions or limitations on obtaining the resource: License, Patent, Pending Patent,            

restricted, Trademark, Copyright) 

Use constraints: (Restrictions to assure the protection of privacy or intellectual property, and any              

special restrictions or limitations on using the resource: License, Patent, Pending Patent, restricted,             

Trademark, Copyright) 

Other constraints: (Other constraints or legal prerequisites for accessing and using the resource) 
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Topic categories*: These are the overarching categories defined by the HRC-SYS: Societal            

Challenges (SCs), Operational Actions (OAs) and Research Topics (RTs). It is mandatory to classify              

the record individuating at least one main SC, one main OA and one main RT. This classification will                  

help group and search through all the available resources included in the EIGR.  

 

It is understood that there can exist overlaps between these general categories and users are               

encouraged to select the most appropriate and relevant ones. If the uploaded work relates to, e.g.                

more than one societal challenge, the rapporteur decides which category is most important and              

reports them as the main one. However, he/she should also list the other SCs of relevance. It is                  

encouraged to add other relevant SCs when appropriate, taking into account the very significant              

societal involvement of groundwater resources. If for instance, a project primarily on climate             

change impacts on groundwater also has relevance and/or overlaps with other SCs such as food and                

geo-energy, the Societal Challenges should be listed as follows: SC5 (climate change, environment             

and resources) are reported as the main SC, while the societal challenges SC2 (food) and SC3                

(geo-energy), are  listed as additional subordinate SCs. 

 

This selection must be done at least individuating one of each of the overarching categories (SCs,                

OAs and RTs). In all cases in addition to a main overarching category, other categories are                

encouraged to be included as subordinated. 

 

 

 

Extent: (Spatial reference of the resource) 

Geographic Element: (The geographic component of the extent referring to the resource) 

Geographic bounding box: This is the geographic position of the resource given as a bounding box                

where the following items can be specified: 

 

West longitude:  

East longitude:  

North latitude:  

South latitude:  
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Supplemental information: (Any other descriptive information regarding the resource location or           

area) 

 

 

 

 

5.2.2 DISTRIBUTION INFORMATION 

 

This section serves to provide information about the distributor of the resource and the options for                

obtaining it. 

 

Distribution format: (Provides a description of the format of the data to be distributed) 

Format*: (Description of the availability of the resource, be it either a file, message, storage device                

or transmission method) 

Name*: (name of the data transfer format) 

Version*: (version of the format) 

 

 

 

Online resource: (defines the online sources or link(s) from which the resource can be obtained) 

Linkage: (Location (address) for online access using a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) address) 

Protocol: (Connection protocol to be used) 
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Name of the resource 

Description: (Detailed text description of what the online resource is/does) 

 

 

 

 

5.2.3 DATA QUALITY INFORMATION 

 

This section provides an overall assessment regarding the quality of the resources uploaded into a               

data catalogue, primarily by classifying the work according to the quality assurance of the uploaded               

work (papers, reports, maps etc.). 

 

Hence, the rapporteur has to classify the uploaded resources according to the four classes of  

Quality Assurance, i.e. whether it has been through a peer review for a scientific journal etc., in                 

order to classify research and knowledge categories, as described in chapter 4. 

 

Lineage: (Information about the events and procedures to which the resource was subject) 

Statement: (generic description from the resource producer’s knowledge concerning the lineage) 

 

 

 

Process step: (Information concerning a specific event in the creation process of the resource) 

Description: (Detailed text description of the process step) 
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Source: (Information about the source data employed in creating the resource) 

 

 

 

 

5.2.4 METADATA INFORMATION 

 

This section provides overall information concerning the metadata about the resource, i.e. about             

the people/organization who insert the record related to the research/knowledge product. The            

interface provides the exact same fields and tags to be completed, just as in the Resource                

Identification Information. 

 

 

Contact: (Identification of the party responsible for the metadata information) 

Individual name* 

Organization name*:  
Position name: (Role or position of the responsible person) 

Role: (Function performed by the responsible party) 

Contact information: (Phone and/or Fax numbers) 

Address: (Street, City, Administrative area, Postal code, Country) 

e-mail address:  
Website:  
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APPENDIX A: _ LIST OF KEYWORDS 

  

1 Abstraction         

2 Adaptation         

3 Agriculture         

4 Airborne 
measurements 

        

5 Alluvial aquifer or alluvium aquifer     

6 Ammonium         

7 Analytical solution         

8 Aquatic ecosystem         

9 Aquiclude         

10 Aquifer         

11 Aquifer vulnerability         

12 Aquitard         

13 Arid region         

14 Arsenic         

15 Artesian         

16 Artesian water         

17 Artificial recharge or managed aquifer  
recharge 

    

18 Asia         

19 Assessment         

20 Australia or New Zealand     

21 Baseline         

22 Biological status         

23 Biology         
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24 Bioremediation         

25 Borehole logging or Well logging Or Geophysical 
logging 

26 Cadmium         

27 Capping         

28 Carbonate rocks         

29 Carbonatic aquifer         

30 Characterisation         

31 Chemical oxidation         

32 Chemical status         

33 Chemistry         

34 Chloride         

35 Chlorinated 
hydrocarbons 

        

36 Climate         

37 Climate change         

38 Coastal aquifer         

39 Coastal waters         

40 Compaction         

41 Conceptual model         

42 Cone penetration test         

43 Containment         

44 Contamination         

45 Coupled 
groundwater-surface 
water modelling 

        

46 Crystalline rocks         

47 Density dependent  
modelling 
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48 Dependent ecosystem         

49 Deterioration         

50 Developing country         

51 Drinking water         

52 Drought         

53 Earthquake         

54 Ecohydrology         

55 Ecological status         

56 Ecology         

57 Ecoregion         

58 Ecosystem         

59 Ecotoxicology         

60 E-flow or Ecological flow or Environmental 
flow 

61 Electrical conductivity         

62 Electromagnetic 
methods 

        

63 Emerging 
contaminants 

        

64 Energy         

65 Energy production         

66 Environment         

67 Environmental tracer         

68 Europe         

69 Excavation         

70 Extraction         

70 Farming         

71 Faults         
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72 Floodplain         

73 Flood         

74 Flow         

75 Flow regime         

75 Food  or  Food Production     

76 Fracture         

77 Fractured rocks         

78 Geochemistry         

79 Geographic 
information systems 

or GIS     

80 Geography         

81 Geohazard         

82 Geology         

83 Geomorphology         

84 Geophysical methods         

85 Geophysic         

86 Geostatistic         

87 Geothermal Energy         

88 Governance         

89 Groundwater Age         

90 Groundwater body         

91 Groundwater dating         

92 Groundwater Directive         

93 Groundwater 
resources 

        

94 Hazard         

95 Health         

96 Heterogeneity         
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97 Human health         

98 Human toxicology         

99 Hydraulic property         

100 Hydraulic parameter         

101 Hydraulic conductivity         

102 Hydrochemical 
modeling 

or Hydrochemical 
modelling 

    

103 Hydrochemistry         

104 Hydrogeological cycle         

105 Hydrologic cycle or Hydrological cycle     

106 Hydrology         

107 Incineration         

108 Indicator         

109 Industry         

110 Infiltration         

111 Innovation         

112 Integrated hydrological  
modelling 

        

113 Integrated 
management 

        

114 Integrated water  
resources management 

        

115 Intrusion         

116 Investigation well         

117 Island hydrology         

118 Karst         

119 Karst aquifer         

120 Laboratory experiment         
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121 Laboratory 
measurement 

        

122 Land use         

123 Landfill or land fill Or dump site 

124 Lead or Pb     

125 Legislation         

126 Management         

127 Mapping         

128 Marine waters         

129 Mathematics         

130 Matrix diffusion         

131 Measure         

132 Mercury         

133 Metals or Heavy metals     

134 Microbial processes         

135 Middle East         

136 Mining         

137 Mitigation         

138 Modeling  or  Modelling  or  Model 

139 Monitoring         

140 Multiphase flow         

141 Multi-screen well         

142 Natural attenuation         

143 Natural background         

144 Nitrate         

145 Noble gases         

146 North America         
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147 Numerical modeling or numerical modelling     

148 Organization         

149 Overuse or Over-use     

150 Paleohydrology         

151 Paleowater or Palaeowater     

152 Patent         

153 Permeability         

154 Permeable Reactive  
Barrier 

        

155 Pesticide         

156 Pharmaceutical         

157 Physics         

158 Physical conditions         

159 Policy         

160 Pollution         

161 Porosity         

162 Protection         

163 Pumping test         

164 Pump & Treat         

165 Qualitative monitoring  
network 

        

166 Quantitative 
monitoring network 

        

167 Quality         

168 Quantitative status         

169 Quantity         

170 Radon         

171 Rainfall or rain fall     
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172 Recharge         

173 Remediation         

174 Remote sensing         

175 Removal         

176 Resources         

177 Review         

178 River Basin District         

179 River basin or catchment or watershed 

180 River         

181 Runoff         

182 Russia         

183 Salinity         

184 Salinization         

185 Saltwater or salt water     

186 Saltwater intrusion  
modeling 

or Saltwater intrusion  
modelling 

    

187 Sand aquifer         

188 Sandstone         

189 Saturation         

190 Scale effect or Scaling effect     

191 Scarcity         

192 Shale gas         

193 Slug test         

194 Society         

195 Soil Vapor Extraction         

196 Solute transport         

197 Solute transport  
modeling 

or Solute transport  
modelling 
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198 South America         

199 Stable isotopes         

200 Status         

201 Status assessment         

202 Storage         

203 Stygofauna         

204 Subsidence         

205 Sulphate or sulfate     

206 Surface geophysics         

207 Surface water  
interaction 

        

208 Survey         

209 Sustainable         

210 Sustainable water use         

211 Synthetic substance         

212 Technique         

213 Terrestrial ecosystem         

214 Territorial waters         

215 Tetrachloroethylene or perchloroethylene Or PCE 

216 Threshold         

217 Tourism         

218 Tracer test         

219 Tracer         

220 Transboundary         

221 Transitional waters or estuary     

222 Treatment         

223 Trend         
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224 Trichloroethane or TCA     

225 Trichloroethylene or TCE     

226 Unsaturated zone         

227 Urban areas         

228 Urban groundwater         

229 Volcanic aquifer         

230 Vulnerability         

231 Waste         

232 Waste disposal         

233 Water budget         

234 Water Framework  
Directive 

        

235 Water services         

236 Water supply         

237 Water table         

238 Wetland         

239 Yield         
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APPENDIX B: _ IPC Layout of Classification Symbols 

The complete classification IPC for patents includes 5 levels: Section; Class; Subclass; Group; and              

Subgroup. A complete classification symbol comprises the combined symbols representing the           

section, class, subclass and main group or subgroup, as follow: 

1.      Sections: 

Section Symbol – Each section is designated by one of the capital letters A through H. 

Section Title – The section title is to be considered as a very broad indication of the contents of the                    

section. The eight sections are entitled as follows: 

·         A HUMAN NECESSITIES 

·         B PERFORMING OPERATIONS; TRANSPORTING 

·         C CHEMISTRY; METALLURGY 

·         D TEXTILES; PAPER 

·         E FIXED CONSTRUCTIONS 

·         F MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; LIGHTING; HEATING; WEAPONS; BLASTING 

·         G PHYSICS 

·         H ELECTRICITY 

Within sections, informative headings may form subsections, which are titles without classification            

symbols. 

2.      Class: 

Each section is subdivided into classes, which are the second hierarchical level of the Classification.               

Each class includes symbol and title, consisting of the section symbol followed by a two-digit               

number. 

Example: H01 BASIC ELECTRIC ELEMENTS 

3.      Subclass: 

Each class comprises one or more subclasses, which are the third hierarchical level of the               

Classification. Subclass symbol and title consists of the class symbol followed by a capital letter,               

completed by a title. 

Example: H01S DEVICES USING STIMULATED EMISSION 

4.      Group: 

Each subclass is broken down into subdivisions referred to as “groups”, which are either main               

groups (i.e., the fourth hierarchical level of the Classification) or subgroups (i.e., lower hierarchical              

levels dependent upon the main group level of the Classification). 
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Main Group Symbol and Title consists of the subclass followed by a one- to three-digit number, the                 

oblique stroke and the number 00. The main group title precisely defines a field of subject matter                 

within the scope of its subclass considered to be useful for search purposes. Main group symbols                

and titles are printed in bold in the Classification. 

Example: H01S 3/00 Lasers 

5.      Subgroup 

Each subgroup symbol consists of the subclass symbol followed by the one- to three-digit number               

of its main group, the oblique stroke and a number of at least two digits other than 00. The                   

subgroup title precisely defines a field of subject matter within the scope of its main group                

considered to be useful for search purposes. The title is preceded by one or more dots indicating                 

the hierarchical position of that subgroup. The subgroup title is often a complete expression, in               

which case it begins with a capital letter. 

Examples: H01S 3/00 Laser 

H01S 3/14 • characterised by the material used as the active medium 
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APPENDIX C: _ Examples of records filled in the EIGR 
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PEER REVIEWED RESEARCH EXAMPLE 

 

 

 

 

 



NON PEER REVIEWED PROJECT EXAMPLE 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



RESEARCH PROJECT EXAMPLE 
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